ABSTRACT: Structures of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) have a proven utility in the discovery of new antagonists and inverse agonists modulating signaling of this important family of clinical targets. Applicability of active-state GPCR structures to virtual screening and rational optimization of agonists, however, remains to be assessed. In this study of adenosine 5′ derivatives, we evaluated the performance of an agonist-bound A 2A adenosine receptor (AR) structure in retrieval of known agonists and then employed the structure to screen for new fragments optimally fitting the corresponding subpocket. Biochemical and functional assays demonstrate high affinity of new derivatives that include polar heterocycles. The binding models also explain modest selectivity gain for some substituents toward the closely related A 1 AR subtype and the modified agonist efficacy of some of these ligands. The study suggests further applicability of in silico fragment screening to rational lead optimization in GPCRs.
■ INTRODUCTION
Adenosine receptors belong to the large family of seventransmembrane (7TM) G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), the key sensors for a variety of extracellular signals that play a major role in human physiology and pathology. 1, 2 Receptors of the GPCR superfamily have been targeted by roughly 40% of all therapeutic drugs, and the number of indications and new targets steadily grows. Prior to the elucidation of detailed 3D information, structure-based drug discovery approaches to GPCRs were behind by more than 15 years as compared to other major drug families such as kinases and proteases; the situation is rapidly changing with the recent breakthroughs in GPCR crystallography. 3 Over the past few years, high resolution crystal structures have been solved for a number of clinically relevant class A GPCRs in inactive forms bound to high affinity antagonists and inverse agonists. 4−8 Structures of active, agonist-bound forms of rhodopsin, 9 β-adrenergic, 10, 11 and adenosine receptor (AR) subtypes 12, 13 have also been solved recently, providing important insight into agonistdependent activation mechanisms in GPCRs.
The elucidation of GPCR structures has already given rise to a number of benchmark studies assessing performance of docking and structure-based virtual ligand screening (VLS) approaches 14−16 as well as prospective VLS campaigns demonstrating the high efficiency of these technologies in discovery of new antagonists and inverse agonists. 17−21 At the same time, we are only starting to gain a first insight into the application of the active state structures to VLS and the rational design of agonists. 22 Structure-based discovery of GPCR agonists has its own challenges, as in addition to high affinity recognition within the binding pocket, a newly designed agonist must be highly selective for active state conformational states as compared to inactive conformations. 23, 24 For many GPCRs that signal via recognition of small molecules as ligands, the proven and most successful strategy for discovery of new agonists is Table S1 ). (D) Cyclobutyl-NH analogue (compound 18). (E) Performance of virtual ligand screening for adenosine 5′ substitutions. ROC curves were calculated for three different models, including activated A 2A AR structure (PDB code 3QAK, green), inactive antagonist-bound A 2A AR structure (PDB code 3EML, red), and an agonist-optimized model described in ref 48 ; black line shows nondiscriminating model. AUC and normalized square root AUC (SQ_AUC) for the corresponding models are shown.
derivatization of the native ligand or ligand-like chemical scaffold as a lead compound, where design efforts are focused on fine-tuning the affinity and subtype selectivity as well as functional selectivity of these lead compounds. 25 Rational drug design approaches that take advantage of the recently solved active state crystal structures are of particular interest, as they could streamline the optimization of agonist scaffolds toward specific properties related to drug efficacy and safety.
The AR subfamily 26 is a perfect target for such a strategy of rational lead optimization, as each of the four closely related AR subtypes (A 1 , A 2A , A 2B , and A 3 ) is considered as a potential therapeutic target, for example, in neurodegenerative, 27, 28 cardiovascular, 29, 30 immune, and inflammatory disorders 31, 32 and in cancer. 33 AR antagonism is the principal mechanism of the most commonly used stimulatory drugs caffeine and theophylline, 34 and a new generation A 2A AR-selective agonist 2-{4-[(methylamino)carbonyl]-1H-pyrazol-1-yl}adenosine (regadenoson) has been approved for vasodilation in myocardial perfusion imaging. 35 However, the clinical development of AR drug candidates for other indications is faced with various obstacles 36, 37 such as insufficient subtype selectivity of the ligands as well as off-target pathways involved in their actions.
The most prominent scaffold for the design of AR agonists has been provided by derivatization of the orthosteric agonist adenosine, 38, 39 and only a few other chemotypes 40 have been found with agonist activity. Adenosine derivatives with various substitutions in the 2 or N 6 positions of the adenine ring and 3′, 4′, or 5′ positions of the ribose ring 37 have been developed as selective agonists for each of the four AR subtypes. Some of these studies attempted derivatization of the 5′ moiety of the adenosine ribose ring, 41−45 as well as truncations that completely removed polar interaction in this site, 46 and assessed their effect on AR selectivity and efficacy. However, only a limited set of substitutions were found to be compatible with binding to A 2A AR or A 1 AR subtypes. Furthermore, many such compounds have been characterized pharmacologically only in nonhuman AR orthologues, which often have altered selectivity profiles. The recently solved high resolution crystal structures of the active-state human (h) A 2A AR in complex with agonists 6-(2,2-diphenylethylamino)-9-((2R,3R,4S,5S)-5-(ethylcarbamoyl)-3,4-dihydroxytetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-N-(2-(3-(1-(pyridin-2-yl)piperidin-4-yl)ureido)ethyl)-9H-purine-2-carboxamide (2, UK-432097), 12 adenosine, and 5′-N-ethylcarboxamidoadenosine (1) 13 (Chart 1) give us a unique opportunity to put these previous findings in a 3D atomic context and use the knowledge of atomic interactions to predict new substituted ligands.
Here we employed a structure-based fragment design approach to comprehensively explore the ligand selectivity of the 5′ binding pocket. The designed compounds were synthesized and tested for their affinity at the ARs in comparison to some of the known 5′ derivatives. The observed high affinity of nucleoside analogues suggests a strong predictive power of the 3D structure-based virtual design approach in the selection of fragments compatible with agonist binding. While our results corroborate strict size limitations on adenosine 5′-carboxamide substitutions for A 2A AR agonists, 45 we were able to find several new polar fragments that fit the binding pocket, some of them having unexpected selectivity for the A 1 AR subtype. The structural basis of agonist binding and selectivity suggests further approaches to the design of low molecular weight drug-like A 1 AR-selective agonists and partial agonists targeting this subpocket.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Docking and VLS Performance with Known 5′ Adenosine Substituted A 2A AR Agonists. To assess the suitability of crystal structure-based models of the A 2A AR 12 (PDB code 3QAK) for rational ligand design, we performed docking of known A 2A AR agonists and benchmarked the VLS model performance in separating these ligands from decoy compounds. (Figure 1 ). High affinity A 2A AR agonists with substitutions at the C5′ position of the ribose ring were selected from the ChEMBL database (K i <1 μM), with total of 10 unique substituents (Supporting Information Table S1 ). Adenosine and its high-affinity derivatives were docked into VLS models of the A 2A AR generated from the crystal structure of the receptor complex (PDB code 3QAK) 12 with agonist 2, as described in the Experimental Section. 47 Reproducibly predicted docking poses for all 10 5′ adenosine derivatives showed the adenosine core conformations to be similar to that found for 2 in the crystal structure (rmsd core <0.5 Å), confirming compatibility of these substituents with the active-state A 2A AR pocket. All of the docked agonists reproduced the major interactions of the adenosine scaffold, including Phe168
ECL2 stacking and Asn253 6.55 hydrogen bonding for the adenine aromatic ring system, as well as polar interaction of the ribose OH groups with Ser277 7.42 and His278 7.43 , as shown in Figure 1A . Binding poses for all four derivatives that contained an adenosine 5′-carboxamide moiety (N-methyl, N-ethyl, N-cyclopropyl, and N-cyclobutyl substituted at the 5′ position) also reproduced additional contacts and the hydrogen bonding pattern of the 5′-N-ethylcarboxamido group of 2 with Thr88 3.36 and His250 6.52 side chains (Figure 1 B,D) , resulting in very high binding scores of these compounds (Score < −42 kJ/mol). Another polar substitution, 5′-(2-ethyl-tetrazol) shown in Figure 1C , also found polar contacts with Thr88 3.36 , His250 6.52 , or Asn181 5.42 . At the same time, compounds with smaller (5′-hydroxyl, 5′-methyl-chloride) and charged (5′-methyl-amine) lacked interactions in the 5′ subpocket and showed reduced binding scores in the range of −26 to −30 kJ/mol. All these observations corroborate the importance of optimal 5′ subpocket interactions for high affinity of agonists.
The VLS performance of the crystal structure model was assessed by comparing binding scores of the 10 known adenosine substitutions with a decoy adenosine 5′ substitution set based on 200 randomly generated, small MW (<130) fragments from commercial compound libraries (Enamine and Chembridge). The green receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve in Figure 1E suggested the active-state A 2A AR model performed well with an area under curve (ROC_AUC) of about 93% and normalized square root AUC, NSQ_AUC = 78%. 19 The four highest ranked compounds in this docking benchmark were true positives (hits). Note, that these VLS performance numbers were likely underestimated because many of the high-ranked "decoy" binding derived from the inactive A 2A AR structure (blue curve). 48 The A 2A AR inactive state model performance (ROC_AUC = 57%, NSQ_AUC = 8%) suggested that VLS with the unmodified inactive crystal structure did not provide any significant enrichment. The model based on agonist-guided side chain optimization with nonselective agonist adenosine-5′-N-ethyluronamide (1, NECA) described previously 48 was found to yield significant enrichment (ROC_AUC = 79%, NSQ_AUC = 48%), though still inferior to the active-state A 2A AR crystal structure model. Other activated, thermostabilized A 2A AR complexes with adenosine and 1 have been crystallized recently. 13 However, one of the stabilizing mutations in the receptor, Q89A, is located in the C5′ binding subpocket, substantially changing its shape and specificity, so these structures may not be suitable for the rational design of C5′ substitutions.
Rational Design and Fragment Screening for New Adenosine 5′-Carboxamide Derivatives. The crystal structure of the active state A 2A AR (PDB code 3QAK) was used to rationally design new adenosine 5′-carboxamide derivatives with the 3D Ligand Editor tool in the ICM molecular modeling package, 47 as described in the Experimental Section. Chemical structures of the substituted adenosine 5′-carboxamides (3−25) for which binding scores were predicted are shown in Table 1 . Initially, the manual mode of the 3D Ligand Editor was employed to explore some of the sterically possible substitutions fitting in the binding pocket ( Figure 2 ). This mode allows one to "grow" the ligand substitutions atom by atom, automatically optimizing the new atom positions, which is followed by redocking the modified flexible compound and calculating its binding score. This approach was used to computationally evaluate some simple modifications, including several previously tested derivatives 7, 9, 16, 18, and 22 and new halide substitutions of known compounds (compounds 3−6, 8, 17, 19, and 20). We also tested several positively and negatively charged substitutions, i.e. 11, 12, and 15, and these were predicted to have suboptimal binding energy due to a lack of ionic interactions in this subpocket.
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To further explore the range of chemical diversity to predict optimal adenosine 5′-carboxamide derivatives using the ICM Ligand Editor, we performed an automated fragment search in a nonredundant library of about 2000 small fragments (MW <150) compiled from Chembridge and Enamine building blocks and compound databases. Using this automated procedure, all the small fragments were connected to the adenosine carboxamide scaffold via the amide bond, and the resulting derivative compounds were energy optimized in the receptor binding pocket. For about 100 compounds with acceptable initial scores, the initial optimization was followed by full redocking and scoring steps, which were identical to those in the manual design. The screening resulted in 23 different fragments with predicted binding scores better than −42.0 kJ/ mol. The predicted high-ranking substituents ranged from 2 to 7 heavy atoms in size (MW from 40 to 130) and included both hydrophobic and polar groups. The docking and screening results suggested very strict size limitations on C5′ substituents in the A 2A AR, defined by the size of the corresponding subpocket buried deep in the binding cavity. The size limitations were also enforced by a highly conserved conformation of the adenosine 5′-carboxamide scaffold and high rigidity in the 5′ subpocket. These results were in good agreement with the known structure−activity relationship (SAR) for 5′-carboxamide derivatives at the A 2A AR, as discussed above.
The examples of predictions by fragment screening for new derivatives 13 (glycinamide fragment), 21 (oxetane fragment), 23 (tetrahydrofuran fragment), and 24 (pyran fragment) are shown in Figure 3 . (Docking poses and scores of all 23 compounds in Table 1 are shown in Supporting Information Figure S2 and Table S2 ). While all previously known high affinity compounds had hydrophobic C5′-carboxamide substituents (except for 2-hydroxyethyl derivative 9), some of the top ranked screening results suggested a variety of polar substituents. These fragments were predicted to form specific hydrogen bonds with Asn181 5.42 , Gln89 3.37 , and His250 6.52 side chains lining the subpocket. Most of the hydrogen bonds were formed with the side chain of Asn181 5.42 , which was also the only side chain in the subpocket with an unsatisfied H-bond donor group. Other potential hydrogen donors in the pocket were already involved in the intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the crystal structure and therefore were unlikely to make a significant contribution to the ligand binding energy.
Chemical Synthesis and Biological Assay Results. We synthesized 16 rationally designed nucleosides, including both halogenated analogues and the top ranked adenosine 5′-carboxamide derivatives predicted by structure-based fragment screening. We also synthesized and tested at three subtypes of hARs eight compounds (5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 16, 18 , and 22) whose binding was previously assayed only for rat (r) AR orthologues. The synthetic routes are shown in Scheme 1. A 2′,3′-isopropylidene protected 5′-carboxylic acid intermediate 26 was condensed with various amine moieties using the efficient coupling reagent 1-cyano-2-ethoxy-2-oxoethylidenaminooxy)-dimethylamino-morpholino-carbenium hexafluorophosphate (COMU). 49 In initial attempts to deprotect 34 to provide β-alanine amide derivative 14 using 50%TFA in methanol at 70°C , the N 6 -amino group was completely displaced by methoxy, which was not observed with other 2′,3′-isopropylidene intermediates. However, 1 N HCl in dioxane avoided this side reaction and gave the desired product, and these conditions were used generally for the deprotection. In one case, the product 40 was unstable in the acidic conditions needed to deprotect the isopropylidene group, and the unprotected adenosine 5′-carboxylic acid 45 was used instead as starting material for the oxetane derivative 21.
The binding affinities of the nucleoside derivatives at the A 1 AR, A 2A AR, and A 3 AR were measured in standard radioligand binding assays as described in the Experimental Section. We used membrane preparations from Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells stably expressing either the recombinant hA 1 or hA 3 AR and human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells stably expressing the hA 2A AR.
50−52 IC 50 values were converted to K i as described. 53 Results of the binding assays are shown in Table  1 .
For the majority of the new rationally designed adenosine 5′-carboxamide derivatives, the measured affinities were in the submicromolar range and comparable to affinity of the agonists adenosine and 1. In contrast, very weak or no affinity was observed for positively charged compounds (11, 12) or negatively charged compound (15) , which agreed well with suboptimal binding scores predicted in the docking experiments. As shown previously, 45 optimal interactions of the primary amines in this pocket require a "neoceptor" mutation of Gln89 3.37 to an acidic Glu side chain. Only one of the new There was a substantial species dependence of the affinity at the A 1 AR, with affinity at the human orthologue generally more potent than at the rat A 1 AR. The most divergent examples of this dependence were compounds 5 and 7, with differences of approximately 100-fold between rat and human A 1 AR binding affinities.
Introduction of polar groups, including fluoroalkyls, 54 in the adenosine 5′-carboxamide derivatives resulted in an improved A 1 AR over A 2A AR subtype selectivity for some of the analogues of 1. For example, the N-propyl derivative 7 is 17.5-fold more selective for the hA 1 AR, while its N-3-fluoropropyl analogue 8 is 78-fold more selective for the hA 1 AR. However, the effect of fluorination is dependent on the alkyl moiety and the substitution position. For example, increasing fluorination at the 3-position of the cyclobutyl series 18−20 caused a general reduction of AR affinity. Replacement of the same position with an ether bridge in 21 increased A 1 AR selectivity, an effect not seen in the cyclopentyl series 22 and 23. It is noteworthy that the introduction of fluoroalkyl groups in the context of some alkyl-and cycloalkyl 5′-carboxamide moieties had an enhancing effect on A 1 AR selectivity. The carbon-fluoride derivatization is an important tool in lead optimization, as fluoride atoms can subtly change the steric fit in the subpocket and provide an alternative way to introduce polar interactions 54 between the ligand and polar side chains.
We tested the adenosine derivatives in a functional assay at the A 1 AR consisting of inhibition of forskolin-stimulated cyclic AMP production in A 1 AR-expressing CHO cells. 55, 56 Table 1 summarizes the A 1 AR-mediated effects on cyclic AMP (single point determinations at 10 μM) expressed as a percent of the effect of full agonist 1 (= 100%). This high concentration was selected to be generally in great excess of the K i value for each derivative to approximate the maximal effect. Most of the values that are considerably less than 100% represent less than full efficacy of these agonists, although for some compounds (for example 15) the weak binding precludes reliable conclusion about their efficacy level.
The impact of the 5′ substitutions on function of different AR subtypes was considered. Our analysis in Figure 4 suggests that variations of amino acid side chains between A 1 AR and A 2A AR in proximity of the 5′ binding subpocket can lead to significant conformational and dynamic differences. In functional assays, the series of small cycloalkyl amides was compared in efficacy at two AR subtypes ( Figure 5 ). The cyclopropyl 16 and cyclopentyl 22 derivatives were full agonists at the A 1 AR, but the cyclobutyl derivative 18 was a partial agonist with 65.2 ± 9.3% of the maximal efficacy. With an EC 50 of 15.1 ± 1.97 nM, compound 18 was very potent, consistent with its binding affinity at the A 1 AR.
Selected derivatives were examined in functional assays at the A 2A AR consisting of stimulation of cyclic AMP production in A 2A AR-expressing CHO cells to compare with its inhibition in the A 1 AR expressed in CHO cells. Curiously, at the A 2A AR, compounds 16 and 18 were full agonists, while 22 displayed a slightly lower efficacy (∼80%). Other clearly partial agonists at the hA 1 AR include mono-and trifluoro analogues of 1, i.e., 3 and 5, carboxamides 13 and 14, an oxetane 21, and a 1,2,4-triazole 25. Thus, subtle changes in the amide moiety had substantial effects on the ability to activate the ARs, and the pattern of effects at A 1 AR and A 2A AR were different.
Structural Basis of A 1 AR Selectivity in the 5′ Subpocket. The introduction of polar moieties into the adenosine 5′-carboxamide derivatives resulted in modest improvement of A 1 AR over the A 2A AR subtype selectivity as compared to compound 1, with maximum 8-fold gain for compounds 8 and 21. Analysis of the AR binding pockets shows that contact residues for 1 are fully conserved between human A 2A AR and A 1 AR subtypes, with the only exception being a Ser277 7.42 replacement to a similar Thr side chain in A 1 . Other sequence variations between these two subtypes are located at the extracellular entrance to the pocket, 57 where they can have only indirect effects on the selectivity of bound 5′-carboxamide derivatives of 1.
The only variable residue in immediate proximity to the 5′ subpocket of hA 2A AR is Cys185 5.46 , which is replaced by Trp in A 1 ARs (both hA 1 AR and rA 1 AR), or by Phe in the rA 2A AR orthologue. Our modeling of the hA 1 AR based on the activestate structure of hA 2A AR (PDB: 3QAK), illustrated in Figure  4 , suggests that the Trp 5.46 side chain in A 1 AR is too bulky to fit Table S2 ) suggest slightly improved binding scores for some of the high-affinity derivatives with bulkier 5′ carboxamide substituents, for example, compound 21. In general, however, no significant correlation between the score and selectivity gain was observed due to a rather small range (<8-fold) of selectivity variations. Moreover, the C185W modification can also affect conformational dynamics of this region, which may contribute to specific aspects of the activation mechanisms operating in these receptor subtypes.
It is to be noted that the hA 3 AR subtype harbors much more dramatic differences compared to both hA 1 AR and hA 2A AR among residues controlling the 5′ subpocket, including Q89H, N181S, and H250S substitutions. These changes, generally from larger to smaller polar side chains, apparently result in a more spacious subpocket in A 3 AR than in A 2A and A 1 subtypes, which is also in agreement with much bulkier 5′ substitutions being allowed for high-affinity A 3 AR selective agonists. 58 Partial Agonism for 5′ Substitutions and Its Structural Basis. Functional activity of adenosine derivatives was tested in a cyclic AMP accumulation assay. All identified high-affinity binders in Table 1 were found to have significant agonistic activity at the hA 1 AR, ranging from 48−95% of the efficacy of full agonist 1. Although some of the agonists, e.g., compounds 16, 22, and 24, displayed more than 90% efficacy, a number of other compounds had significantly reduced activation capacity. We also observed some variation in the activation capacity of these new agonists between A 1 AR and A 2A AR subtypes. For example, cyclic AMP activity curves for a series of homologous N-cycloalkyl compounds 16, 18, and 22 (from cyclopropyl to cyclopentyl) in Figure 5 shows that while compound 18 has a lower EC 50 for the A 1 AR than for A 2A AR, its maximum efficacy at the A 1 AR is only 65%, while it maintains full (99%) efficacy at the A 2A AR subtype. On the other hand, compound 22 has somewhat higher efficacy at the A 1 AR (92%) than at the A 2A AR subtype (75%).
The high sensitivity of the agonist efficacy to variations in adenosine 5′-carboxamide moieties can be explained by the fact that the 5′ subpocket undergoes dramatic conformational changes upon receptor activation ( Figure 6 ). The most prominent changes include upward shifts towards the extracellular side of residues Gln89 3.37 and Ile92 3.40 lining the 59 and potentially other GPCRs. The shifts in the residues lining the pocket result in a substantial change of its shape and reduction in size upon activation. Our models of agonist−receptor interactions show that bulkier 5′-carboxamide moieties can limit the range and dynamics of movement within the receptor, thus impacting the activation-related changes and ligand efficacy. Because partial agonism of A 1 AR-selective compounds can be therapeutically beneficial, for example, in treatment of clinical arrhythmias, 44 rational control of this efficacy by 5′ modification may have clinical applications.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Validated by benchmarking with known agonists, the crystal structure of the active-state A 2A AR was employed in structurebased ligand screening and in the rational design of novel adenosine 5′-carboxamide derivatives. Out of 16 predicted high scoring candidates, including fluorinated, polar, and 5-membered ring aromatic compounds, 15 compounds had submicromolar affinity at the A 2A AR, including several compounds with affinity that reached approximately 10 nM. Moreover, a number of predicted compounds had improved affinity and selectivity at the similar A 1 AR subtype, which has the same side chains lining the 5′ subpocket. A detailed analysis pointed to a change in the second layer of pocket residues, i.e., Cys185 5.46 to Trp (in A 1 AR) or Phe (in the rat A 2A AR), as a key variation in this region, which can contribute to ligand subtype selectivity and species selectivity. Comparison of conformational changes between inactive and active structures of the A 2A AR also provides insight into the structural basis of partial agonism of some of the novel ligands, which has potential benefit in some therapeutic applications. Overall, the study shows the utility of a structure-based rational design approach in design of new agonist derivatives for ARs.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Computational Procedures. Virtual Ligand Libraries for Optimization and Validation of A 2A AR Models. High affinity A 2A AR agonists with substitutions at the ribose C5′ position were selected from the ChEMBL database (K i < 1 μM). This search yielded 10 unique substituents, as shown in Supporting Information Table S1 . A set of decoy adenosine 5′ substituents was generated based on random 200 small (MW < 130) fragments from Enamine and Chembridge compound libraries. The benchmark compound library was generated by substituting the ethyl group in compound 1 by the selected moieties and by building all-atom molecular models from these 2D chemical representations.
Preparation of Adenosine Receptor Docking Models. The study employed three different docking models of the hA 2A AR. The inactive hA 2A AR (PDB: 3EML) and activated hA 2A AR (PDB: 3QAK) were generated from the corresponding crystal structures by conversion into ICM internal coordinates object, removal of waters, automatic assignment, and optimization of hydrogens and Asn, Gln, and His side chain conformers. The previously published 48 3EML-based model of activated hA 2A AR was generated from the inactive crystal structure (PDB: 3EML) by docking compound 1 and co-optimization of the ligand with flexible side chains of the receptor binding pocket. The model of activated hA 1 AR was generated using ICM homology modeling with the hA 2A AR crystal structure template (PDB: 3QAK), followed by energy-based optimization of the hA 2A AR/compound 1 complex model with both side chain and backbone flexibility.
Ligand Docking and Small Scale VLS Benchmark. To use ICM fast docking and VLS procedures, the receptor all-atom models were converted into energy potential maps calculated on a fine 3D grid (0.5 Å cell). 47 The grid potential maps account for van der Waals, hydrogen-bonding, hydrophobic, and electrostatic interactions between ligand and receptor. 60, 61 The ligand was represented by an allatom model and considered fully flexible in the potential field of the receptor. The ligand and decoy compounds were automatically docked into the A 2A AR models using the biased probability Monte Carlo (BPMC) global energy minimization procedure 62 and sorted according to their ICM binding scores. To ensure convergence of the Monte Carlo optimization, three independent runs of the docking procedure were performed, and the best scoring pose per compound was kept. No distance restraints or any other experimentally derived information was used in the ligand docking procedure. The docking procedure takes about 30 s of Intel Xeon 2.8 GHz CPU time per compound and was performed using an 8-core Linux workstation.
Metrics for VLS Benchmark Performance. On the basis of the values of ICM binding scores for the docked compounds, we used several complementary metrics to assess VLS performance. 63 ROC curves were plotted with True Positive rate (TP = Lf/Lt) on the Y axis vs False Positive rate (FP = Df/Dt) on the X axis for different fractions f of the data set. Area under ROC curve (AUC) was calculated along with Normalized Square Root AUC (NSQ_AUC). 19 For NSQ_AUC, the area AUC* is calculated for the ROC curve plotted with X coordinate X = (FP) 1/2 The NSQ_AUC value is then calculated as:
The value of NSQ_AUC is more sensitive to initial enrichment than the commonly used linear AUC. The NSQ_AUC measure returns the value of 100 for any perfect separation of signal from noise and values close to 0 for a random subset of noise.
Rational Design with ICM 3D Ligand Editor. ICM 3D Ligand Editor 47 was employed to explore candidate adenosine 5′-carboxamide substitutions fitting in the corresponding subpocket (Figure 2 ). The initial setup included all atom flexible model of compound 1 docked into the crystal structure-based VLS model of A 2A AR. The amide hydrogen specified as a terminal atom of the ligand scaffold can be replaced by any atom or synthetically feasible chemical group, followed by thorough energy optimization of the new derivative in the receptor model. In the interactive mode, the sequential design was guided by the 3D pocket mesh colored according to binding properties (green, hydrophobic; red, acceptor; blue, donor of hydrogen bonds), which visually suggest preferred placement of new heavy atoms of the derivative. This mode allows one to "grow" the ligand substitutions atom by atom, change bond types, and join fragments (or cycles) by linker bonds. The Ligand Editor performs on-the-fly energy-based optimization of position for each added atom or the whole fragment upon bond modification and calculates the new ligand binding score that guides design. In the automated fragment screening procedure, the terminal atom was replaced by a fragment from a predefined library, which in this case included 2000 diverse fragments with MW < 150 compiled from building blocks available from Chembridge and Enamine.
For all new compounds from interactive and automatic procedures with better than initial cutoff score (< −25 kJ/mol) were then independently redocked into the VLS model of A 2A AR. Then 23 compounds with predicted binding score improvement over compound 1 ( < −42 kJ/mol) were selected for synthesis.
Chemical Synthesis. General Chemical Methods. All reagents and solvents (regular and anhydrous) were of analytical grade and obtained from commercial suppliers and used without further purification. Compound 1 was obtained from R&D Systems-Tocris (Minneapolis, MN). Compounds 11 and 12 were synthesized previously. 39, 42 . Reactions were conducted under an atmosphere of nitrogen whenever anhydrous solvents were used. All reactions were monitored by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) using silica gel coated plates with a fluorescence indicator which were visualized: (a) under UV light, (b) by dipping in a mixture of anisaldehyde (2.5 mL)/concd H 2 SO 4 (5 mL)/methanol (425 mL) or (c) by dipping the plate in a solution of ninhydrin (0.3 g in 100 mL EtOH, containing AcOH, 1.3 mL) followed by heating. Silica gel column chromatography was performed with silica gel (SiO 2 , 200−400 mesh, 60 Å) using moderate air pressure. Evaporation of solvents was carried out under reduced pressure at a temperature below 50°C. After column chromatography, appropriate fractions were pooled, evaporated, and dried at high vacuum for at least 12 h to give the desired products in high purity (>95%).
1 H NMR ascertained sample purity and spectra were recorded with a Bruker 400 MHz NMR spectrometer. Chemical shifts are reported in parts per million (ppm) relative to tetramethylsilane or using deuterated solvent as the internal standard (e.g., δH: DMSO-d 6 19 F signals were referenced to CFCl 3 (internal standard, 0 ppm). ESI−high resolution mass spectroscopic (HRMS) measurements were performed on a proteomics optimized Q-TOF-2 (Micromass-Waters) using external calibration with polyalanine. Observed mass accuracies are those expected on the basis of known performance of the instrument as well as the trends in masses of standard compounds observed at intervals during the series of measurements. Reported masses are observed masses uncorrected for this time-dependent drift in mass accuracy.
General Synthetic Procedures for Compounds 3, 4, 5, 8, and 15. 1-Cyano-2-ethoxy-2-oxoethylidenaminooxy)dimethylamino-morpholino-carbenium hexafluoro-phosphate (COMU, 258 mg, 0.6 mmol), the amine, amine hydrochloride, or amino acid reactant (0.6 mmol), and 2′,3′-O-isopropylidene adenosine-5′-carboxylic acid 26 (129 mg, 0.4 mmol) were added to 1 mL of anhydrous DMF (dimethylformamide) under nitrogen. The resulting suspension (the acid is poorly soluble in DMF) was stirred for 1 h at room temperature. During this time, most of the acid dissolved to produce a slightly yellow opaque solution. DIPEA (N,N-diisopropylethylamine, 162 mg, 1.25 mmol for amine hydrochlorides and amino acids, or 84 mg, 0.65 mmol for amines) was added in one portion with stirring at room temperature, resulting in a bright-yellow turbid reaction mixture. The reaction mixture was stirred for additional 16 h and then diluted with 10 mL of water. Small amounts of insoluble materials were removed by filtration, and the clear solution was adjusted to pH = 8 with small amounts of sodium bicarbonate. The solution was extracted with 2 × 20 mL of ethyl acetate. The organic extract was washed with 3 × 40 mL of water, and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. Then 1N HCl (1 mL) was added directly to the residue without further purification, and the reaction mixture was heated at 50°C for 6−8 h. Dioxane (1 mL) was added to some reaction mixtures after 2 h of heating as required to improve the solubility of the starting material. Deprotection with 1 N HCl typically yielded a clear solution of the desired amide with a small amount of precipitate. The precipitate was removed by filtration, the filtrate was neutralized with several portions of solid sodium bicarbonate, and the solvent evaporated in a flow of dry nitrogen. Final purification was performed by HPLC using CH 3 CN−H 2 O gradient system (0−10% H 2 O). Acetic acid (5% in water) was used instead of water as a second solvent for the purification of adenosine-5′-carboxylic acid N-(D-alanyl)amide 15, which was further purified using HPLC (CH 3 CN−H 2 O gradient system, 0−25% H 2 O with 0.5% CF 3 COOH).
A general synthetic procedure for compound 10 that was also applied to compounds 13, 14, 18−20, 22, and 24, a shared procedure for compounds 17 and 23, and individual procedures for 21 and 25 are described in the Supporting Information.
Biological Assays. Cell Culture and Membrane Preparation. CHO cells 50 stably expressing either the recombinant hA 1 or hA 3 AR and HEK-293 cells stably expressing the human (h) A 2A AR were cultured in DMEM and F12 (1:1), supplemented with 10% bovine serum, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 μg/mL streptomycin, and 2 μmol/ mL glutamine. In addition, 800 μg/mL Geneticin or 500 μg/mL hygromycin were added to the A 2A media or to the A 1 and A 3 media, respectively. After harvesting the cells, they were homogenized for 10 s with an electric homogenizer, centrifuged, and pipetted into 1 mL vials and then stored at −80°C until binding experiments were conducted. The concentration of protein was determined using a BCA Protein Assay Kit from Pierce Biotechnology (Rockford, IL).
Radioligand Binding Studies. Radioligand binding assays at A 1 , A 2A , and A 3 ARs were performed according to the procedures described previously. 51, 52 Each tube in the binding assay contained 100 μL of membrane suspension (20 μg of protein), 50 μL of a stock solution of agonist radioligand, and 50 μL of increasing concentrations of the test ligands in Tris-HCl buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) containing 10 mM MgCl 2 . Nonspecific binding was determined using a final concentration of 10 μM 1, a nonspecific agonist, diluted with the buffer.
The mixtures were incubated at 25°C for 60 min. Binding reactions were terminated by filtration through Whatman GF/B filters under a reduced pressure using a MT-24 cell harvester (Brandell, Gaithersburg, MD). Filters were washed three times with 5 mL of 50 mM ice-cold Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5). The radioactive agonists 125 I]N 6 -(4-amino-3-iodobenzyl)adenosine-5′-N-methyluronamide (I-AB-MECA) was used for the A 3 AR assay. All of the filters were washed three times with Tris-HCl, pH 7.5. Filters for A 1 and A 2A AR binding were placed in scintillation vials containing 5 mL of Hydrofluor scintillation buffer and counted using a PerkinElmer Tricarb 2810TR liquid scintillation analyzer. Filters for A 3 AR binding were counted using a PerkinElmer Cobra II γ-counter. At least six concentrations of each compound were used for determination of K i values, and results were repeated in at least three separate experiments.
Cyclic AMP Accumulation Assay. Intracellular cyclic AMP levels were measured with a competitive protein binding method. 55, 56 CHO cells that expressed the recombinant hA 1 AR or hA 2A AR were harvested by trypsinization. After centrifugation and resuspending in medium, cells were planted in 24-well plates in 1.0 mL medium. After 24 h, the medium was removed and cells were washed three times with 1 mL of DMEM containing 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.4. Cells were then treated with the agonist 1 (10 μM) and/or other test compound (1 or 10 μM) in the presence of rolipram (10 μM) and adenosine deaminase (3 U/ mL) for 30 min. For the hA 1 AR functional assay, forskolin (10 μM) was added to the medium, and incubation was continued for an additional 15 min. The reaction was terminated by removing the supernatant, and cells were lysed upon the addition of 200 μL of 0.1 M ice-cold HCl. The cell lysate was resuspended and stored at −20°C. For determination of cyclic AMP production, a cyclic AMP kit (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was used.
Data Analysis. Binding and functional parameters were calculated using Prism 5.0 software (GraphPAD, San Diego, CA, USA). IC 50 values obtained from competition curves were converted to K i values using the Cheng−Prusoff equation. 53 Data were expressed as mean ± standard error.
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